A Typical Groundhog Day

You ______ up ______ on Groundhog Day morning and ______ exclaim "__________________!" It's finally Groundhog Day! You _____ downstairs and wish your family a _______ groundhog day. After eating the traditional Groundhog Day breakfast of _____ and _____ you go outside to the ________ burrow, pull him out, and watch to see whether or not he sees his ______. He does see it, which means that there will be _____ more weeks of ______. It's now time to go inside and _____ Groundhog Day presents with your family. Your sister gives you a ______. You exclaim “I ______ wanted this! Thanks!” You open a present from your parents. It is a ______. “I ______ it!” you say. Your brother opens the gift you got him
which is a _____________. He puts it on his _____________. “That looks ____________!” you say. Now that the presents have all been opened, it’s time for the traditional Groundhog Day sing along. You sing “We wish you a ____________ Groundhog Day” and “The _____ days of ____________, ADJECTIVE _______ NUMBER Groundhog Day” while you roast _____________. Now it’s time for dinner and you have ____________ topped with ____________ and a cup of ____________. You then sit down with your family and watch the classic Groundhog Day movie “__________________________.”

After the movie is over, it’s time for bed. Before you fall asleep you think to yourself “What a ____________ Groundhog Day this was!”
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